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INTRODUCTION

By application dated May 2'(,1964 and supplements thereto dated August 7,1964,
August 20, 1964, August 25, 1964, September 23, 1964, October 2, 1964 and
October 5,1964, the applicant requested authoriza': ion to construct and operate
a. TRIGA Mark III reactor on its Berkeley ca= pus.

The reactor is intended for use by faculty members and Eraccate students as
an educational tool and as a source of neutron and gn-A radiation for research
purposes. Ihree modes of reactor operation have been proposed by the applicant.
Mode I provides for steady-state operation at power levels up to 1 MW (themal).
Mode II provides for square-vave operation (transient reactivity insertions to
reach a desired steady-state power level essentially instantaneously) at power
levels between 300 and 1000 Kv. Mode III provides for pulsing operations with
step increases of reactivity up to a =axi=um of 2.1% ($3.00).

DESCRIPTION

The proposed TRIGA Mark III reactor is a design developed by General Dyrnmics
Corporation. It is a hetero 6eneous pool-type reactor with fuel-moderator
elements made up of a ho=osencous mixture of 20% enriched uranium (8.5 veight
percent) and zirconium hydride clad in stainless steel, and designed to operate
at steady state power levels up to 1 Mv. This type of fuel element has demon-

strated a prompt negative temperature coefficient of reactivity which inherently
linits the reactor power to a safe level during the large power pulses'for which
it is designed.

The core is suspended on a shroud. from a bridge which rides on tracks that
span the top of the tank. The ructor can be moved while the reactor is shut-
down and operated at any position on the track. Surrounding the pool is a
concrete shielding structure with openings for various irradiation facilities,
an crposure room, two thercal colu=ns and several beam ports. Other irradi,a-
tion facilities in the pool include a rotary specimen rack above the core and
a high speed pneumatic transfer vill permit short term irradiations in the core.
The above irradiation facilities are similar to those installed in other
research reactors.

The initial core loading vill provide a =ax1=um excess reactivity of 4.9%
above cold clean critical. Reactor control vill be furnished by three rack

and pinion control rods with a total vorth of about 6.3% and a transient rod
~

I vorth about 2.1%. The trsnsient rod is used as a safety rod during steady

state operation and is pneunatically inserted in Mode III operation to pulse
the reactor.;
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Reactor instrumentation for steady state operation vill include four channels
to monitor, indicate, and control neutron flux. Reactor shutdown is caused by
excessive power level, short period, radiation detector and console power
failures, manual scrcm, and earthquake shock. During the square-vave mode
of operation, the period scram vill be -disconnected. Power level scram vill
occur at llCd. of the full power setting. During pulsing operation, nor=al
instrumentation.will be disconnected. Reactor chutdown vill be provided by
an integrated neutron flux circuit obtaining its signal from an ion chamber.

The core is located near the bottom of a large aluminum-lined vater-filledI

tank located above the reactor room floor. The reactor is cooled by natural
convection. The pool water is cooled by a recirculating water system which
pumps pool vater to a heat exchanger. Secondary coolang which is ataa higher
pressure than the recirculated pool water, passes through the heat exchanger .

4

; and is pumped to a cooling tower on top of an adjacent section of the building.;

.

|
lie reactor vill be housed in a new building known as Etcheverry Hall which is
located on the northern edge of the ca= pus. No exclusion zone vill be.asso-
ciated with the site; however, the Neutronics Laboratory, which is designed
to house the research reactor, vill be considered an exclusion area and access
to this room vill te controlled. The reactor room lies below grade and ds
ik8 feet long, 73 feet vide, and has a ceiling height of 34 feet. A campus

,

patio is located over the reactor room.'

Adjoining the Neutronics Laboratory is a section of the building which rices4

| to a height of approximately eighty feet above grade. A cooling tower is
located on the roof of this building to provide cooling water for the reactor4

and other facilities. Ventilation systems fans exhaust at this roof level.

The ventilation system for the Neutronics Laboratory vill be completely
separate from the other ventilation syscens. It is designed to =aintain

the reactor room at a slightly negative pressure with respect to ambient
conditions. All air (except for that f the exposure room) vill be bypassed
through a bank of absolute filters to remove particles over 0.3 microns before
being discharged to the atmosphere. Associated with the ' reactor rocm ventila-'

tion system vill be a detector to monitor the radiation level in the exhau'st
Should the radiation levels exceed a predetermined level, supply andrases.exhaust fans will cease to function and butterfly valves vill close to seal

i

off the room. The room air vill then be purged at a lover rate through a
glove box ventilation system, through a charcoal scrubber and out the exhaust
system located on the roof of Etcheverry Hall. .This purge maintains a negative

|
pressure in the reactor room and insures that exhaust of activity is performed

' at a controlled ; ate with high dilution.

Liquid and solid wastes from the reactor - facility vill be collected and stored .A 500 gallon sump tankfor eventual delivery to a' waste disposal contractor.
vill be available to hold vater vaste from equipment or personnel de ontmaina-,

'

The contaminated water vill be held up until the activity has decayedtion.

i
belev levels permitted for discharge.

.
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SITE EVALUATION

The proposed site for the TRIGi Mark III reactor does not present any special
prcblems from a hydrological or meteorological viewpoint. However, the site

1

is located within several hundred feet of the Hayward Fault System and within
about 20 miles of the San Andreas Fault. We have discussed the seismological

and geological characteristics of this location with representatives of the
| U. S. Coast and Geodetic Survey and U. S. Geological Survey, and have been

advised than an, earthquake with a maximum ground acceleration of 0.5g might
be expected to occur during the lifetime of the f acility and that the possibi-
lity of shear displacement at the reactor location cannot be disregarded.
Accordingly, we have evaluated the possible consequences of an earthquake
with these maximum effects, and have concluded that while certain parts of the
reactor f acility may reach or exceed yield point stresses, it is unlikely
that the stresses produced by ground vibrations would be sufficient' to rupture
the reactor structure'or pool tank. Thus, core meltdown would not occur.
Further, should core cooling be lost by a rupture of the reactor pool due to
dif ferential ground motion, our calculations indicate that natural convection
air cooling would be sufficient to prevent core melting due to decay heat.,

I Even if it is assumed that the ground displacccent due to an earthquake is
severe enough to cause rupture of a large number of fuel elements by mechani-

! cal datage and also results in rupture of the walls and ceiling of the reacter
rcom, the resulting calculated exposures to the public are within Part 100
gu ide line s. On the,. basis of these considerations, we have concluded that the sit'e
is suitabic f or a reactor of this type and power 1cvel.

EEACTOR H.WRDS EVALUATION

A T7ICA reactor which is considered a prototype of the TRIGA Mark III reactor*

has becn eperating since December of 1961 at the General Atomic Laboratory in
' San Diego, California. . In addition, many other reactors of the TRIGA designs
; have been constructed and are operating in a manner similar to that proposed

by the University of California, Berkeley. The operating experience with these
reactors has demonstrated that the important reactor parameters can be confi-,

} dently predicted. The applicant has analyzed various potential hazards asso-
cis ted with the operation of the reactor. They include (1) release of argon-41'

(2) reactivity accidents (3) fuel element cladding f ailure, and (4) a loss of

coolant accident.

Ecdioactive argon-41, which is produced from neutron activation of the air
in various exposure f acilitiec, could be released to' the reactor room and to
the environment. The: applicant's ' calculations and our independent analysis
indicate thsK relence of argon-41 will not exceed the concentrations specifiedi

in 10 CFR 20 limits for restricted areas and for non-restricted areas which
|

could be occupied.

! The retetivity accident concidered 2by the applicant is assumed to cecur af ter
! deliberate violation of operating procedures and several -interloc.s and cerams..

In effec't, the accident consists of inserting the full worth of the transient
red while the _ reactor is opersting at a high steedy pseer with all control ; rods

.
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cut. In such an event, the applicant's calculatiot.s, with which we concur,
indicate that the maximum ta:perature in the hottest fuel element vould te less
than 80000 and that the maxitun precsure within the element vould be approxi-
cately 9 at=ospheres. The resultin6 stresses on the cladding vill n.ct exceed
the yield stress at 800 C. In our opinion, this temperature and prec ure vouldC

not cauco rupture of the fuel elements.
.

Cne accident postulated as credible is a fuel element cladding failure either'

prior to, or si=ultaneously with, an necidental sudden insertion of all avail.
able excecs reactivity (2.1%). Assening such an accident occurs, a signal from
the air conitoring system would actuate da=pers in the reactor room ventilation
syste:. Any air expelled frcm the reactor room under these conditions vould pass
through the purge system described previously. Dilution in the general building

exhaust and dispercion in'the atmosphere vould reduce the activity level to below
the maxi =um per=issible for unrestricted areas. Therefore, no hazard to operating
persennel or to the public is expected to occur in the event the cladding of a
single fuel elenent fails. The whole body dose rate to a percon in the reactor

ch:rtly after a central element cladding failure after infinite operation atr ::
1 Mg has been concervatively estinated at 160 millirca per hour.

Although it appears that ecaplete loss of pool water is unlikely, the effect of
cuch an instantaneous less has been investigated. The applicant and we have
calculated that the taxi =um temperature to be expected within the hottest fuel
element after a loco of water accident resulting fres rupture of the tank liner

or a beim port vould be cuch lever than the celting temperature of any part of
the fuel elecent. Further, the internal pressure generated would be less than
that required to reach the yield point of the steel cladding at the elevated
temperature. On the basis of these calculations ve have concluded that it is
r.ighly unlikely that a fuel element would fail following an instantaneous loss
of pool vnter. If it la assumed that a fuel element did fail due to overheating

because of a cladding defect which existed prior to the buildup in internal
pressure, the resulting potential whole body and thyroid dose rate vculd be
screvhat higher than that due to the reactivity insertion accident discussed
above. However, calculations indicate that a person in the reactor roem would
have more than sufficient time to evacuate before receiving a serious exposure.
Endicactive iodine in the air vould be slowly purged through a charcoal scrubber
and diluted before reaching any occupied area outside the building, and the
hazard to the general public would be negligible.

The Genera' Atenics Division of General Dyna ics Corporation has installe'. tany
TRIGA type reacters nd de=onstrated that it is technically qualified to con-

-

ctruct the prop;ced +Tctor. Eerkeley has an established organizatien which
exists at the present time for adnielstering and operating the AGM-201 nuclear
reactor, which is located on the Barkeley Ccmpus. The staff and functional

responsibilities of key = embers with respect to safe operation of the reactor
are described. A Ecactor Hazards Cc= ittee has been established to review all
reactor activities and to approve proposed c rperimental programs. Proposed
procedures for energency operatiens have b,..n outlined.

.
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CONCLUSION

On the basic of our reviev, va have concluded that there is recconable
assurance that the propoced TRIGA Mark III reactor can be constructed and
operated on the Uaiversity of California, Earkeley Campus without endanger-
ird the health and safety of the public. Howevar, before an operating
licence is iecued, the applicant vill be required to submit additional
infornstion on the proposed operating plans and the experiments to be
conducted.

Mh4 %d tg

L hita

Saul Envine, Chief
Test & Fover Reactor Safety Eranch
Division of Reactor Licensing

Date:
//.f;I319;c
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Intrcduction
30, 1974, the University of California at Berkeley requested3y letter dated December

that the Facility License No. R-101 for their TRIGA Mark III research reactor be
rer.c sed for a period of 30 years, extending the expiration date of the license to

In response to cur recuests, the licensee provided additionalr bruary 3, 2005.
inferrition in support of this renewal applicaticn by letters dated February 18

e

2nd :ecember 21, 1976; August 15, 1977; and February E6, April 3 and May 14, 1979.
7e revised Technical Specifications (TS) submitted April 3,1979, which completely
':hte the existing specificaticns, are desigr.ed to meet regulatory r equirements.
The m: ifications have been discussed with and accepted by the licensee.

Discussion

The TRIGA l'. ark III reactor at the University of California is of a design developed
The reactor was first licensed to cperate in August 1955cy Gulf General Atomic, Inc.

far a period of ten years, as measured frca the construction permit issuance date
(? nr.2ry 3,1965) . The reactor is currently licensed to operate up to a steady
::a:= ;cwer level of 1 |Gt with a maximum reactivity insertion for pulsed expericents
of 2.1t delta k/k. A number of other TRIGA Kark III reactors have been licensed to
c; crate at this power level and with this reactivity aserticn. ''oreover, considerable

.

0;ernirg experience to date indicates that the TRICA reactor parameters can be
No unusual problems have aiisen or are anticipated frcm oper-accurately predicted.

nica of the University of California TRIGA reactor in the manner currently authorized
b- :he license.

"escrintion

The T:.ISA Mark III reactor is a heterogeneous pool-type reactor with fuel-moderator
-le erts rade up of a homogeneous mixture of 20% enriched uranium (8.5 weight cercent)
2.d circonium hydride clad in stainless steel, and desig ;ed to operate at steady
state pcwer levels up to i "Wt. This type of fuel elemut has demonstrated a

negative temperature coefficient of reactivity which inherently limits thepecrp
rea:::r pcwer to a safe level during the large power pulses for .hich it is designed.

re is suspended on a shroud frca a bridge which rides en tracks that spanhe
:ce ::p of the tank. The reactor can be moved while the reactor is shu:dcwn and



operated at any positicn on the track. Surrounding the pool is a
concrete shielding structure with openings for varicus irradiation
facilities, an exposure room, two thermal columns and several beam

Other irradiation facilities in the pcol include a rotary.

ports.
specimen rack above the core and a high speed pneumatic transfer

Thesystem which will perait short-term irradiations in the core.
above irradiation facilities are similar to those installed in other
research reactors.

The core loading provides a maximum excess reactivity worth of 4.d
above cold clean critical. Reactor control is furnished by three
rack and pinien control rods with a total reactivity worth of about
6.3% and a transient red worth about 2.1%. The transient rod is used
as a safety red during steady state operation and is designed to be
pneumatically reroved for pulsed operatidn.

Reactor instrumentation for steady state oper8 tion includes four channels
to monitor, indicate, and control neutron flux. Reactor shutdown is
caused by excessive power level, short period, neutron detector and
censole power failures, manual scram, a.w . .'thquake shock. During the
square-wave mode of operation, the period scram is disconnected. Fower

level scram occurs at 110% of the full power setting. During pulsing
operation, normal instrumentation is disconnected. Reactor shutdown
is provided by an integrated neutron flux circuit obtaining its signal
frca an icn cht:ber.

The core is located near the bottom of a large aluminum-lined water-filled
pool located abcve the reactor rocm floor. The reactor is cooled by
natural convecticn. The pool water is ccoled by a recirculating water
system which purps pool water to a heat exchanger. Secondary ccolant,
which is at a higher pressure than the recirculated cool water, passes
thrcugh the heat exchanger and is pumpec to a cooling tower on top of
an adjacent secticn of the building.

The reactor is housed in a building known at Etcheverry Hall which is
located on the northern edge of the campus. No exclusion zone is associated
with the site; however, the Neutronics Laboratory, which houses the
research reactor, will be censidered an exclusica area and access to
this rcom will be controlled. The reactor room lies belcw grade and is
148 feet long, 73 feet wide, and has a ceiling height of 34 feet. A
campus patio is located over the reactor room.

The ventilation system for the Neutronics Laboratory is completely
separate from the other ventilation systems. It is designed to : aintain
the reactor rccm at a slightly negative pressure with respect to ambient
conditions. All air (except for that in the exposure room) is passed
through a bank of absolute filters to remove particles over 0.3 microns
before being discharged to the atmosphere. Associated with the reac or
room ventilatien system is a detector to monitor the radiation level in
the exhaust gases. Should the radiation levels exceed a predetermined
level, supply and exhaust fans will cease to function and butterfly
valves will close to seal off the room. The room air will then be purged
at a lower rate through a gicve box ventilation system which includes
absolute filters and a charccal scrubber and out the exhaust system iccated
on the roof of Etcheverry Fall. This purge raintains a negative pressure
in the reactor r:cm and insures that exhaust of activity is perfer ed at a
controlled rite with high dilution.
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Liquid and solid wastes frca the reacter facility are collected and stored
for eventual delivery to a waste disposal contractor. A 500 gallcn sump-

tank is available to hold water waste from equiprent or personnel decon-
taminaticn. The contaminated water is held up until the activity has
decayed belcw levels permitted for discharge.

I. IAFETY EVALUATION

The present facility has not changed significantly frca that described in
the Reactor Safety Analysis Report filed with the Commission, Pay 27, 1964.
Changes which were cade are primarily to r: duce maintenance requirements
and facilitate operation. These changes are reported in annual operating
reports. None of these changes resulted in a decrease in margins of safety.

The proposed Technical Specifications (TS) have been reviewed and revised
to meet current requirements of the regulations. The TS generally incor-
porate the design features, characteristics and operating conditions des-
cribed in the Hazards Su=rary Report as updated. Comprehensive surveillance
requirements and administrative controls have been included to assure early
detection of any degradation of any corpenents and will assure acceptable
per'formance of safety related equipment and require safety related reviews,
audits and cperating procedures. Record keeping and reporting requirements
will provide sufficient information to permit an assessment by the Comaission
of safety related activities and changes.

Furthermore, nearly identical reactors to this one with similar TS have been
licensed to cperate for periods up to 'O years. Hence, the bases and cen-
clusion with respect to the safety of operation that were determined in our
Hazards Analysis dated January 13, 1965, in support of the current operating
license, remain unchanged. Moreover, due to the fact that: (1) no unusual
problems have arisen during over thirteen years of authorized operation at
1 St, (2) revised TS require surveillance and periodic testing of safety
related equipment to assure continued safe operation of the reactor and to
assure that any significant component ce;racation will be detected in a
timely canner, and (3) cther TRIGA react:rs of this type also have considerable
operating experience withcut evidence of any unusual problems, we have con-
ciuded that the University of Califcrnia at Berkeley TRIGA re;ic. tor can con-inue
to be operated in a safe manner for the requested 30 year period. Based en these
considerations, we have concluded that the estimated useful life of the facility
will extend at least to the end of the requested 30 year period. Therefore,
from a reactor safety standpoint the proposed amendment is acceptable.

The worst case accident pcstulated for a TRIGA facility is a fuel element
failure with resultant release of fission products. In the unlikely event of

~

sucn an accident, a sicnal from the air menij;oring system would actuate 'da pers
in tne reacter room ventilation syster. Any air expelled form the reactor

Dilution inreem under these conditions would pass through the purge system.
the general building exhaust and dispersion in the atmosphere would ' reduce
the activity level to belcw the maxim.m permissible for unrestricted areas.
Therefore, there would :e no danger to public health and safety in the event of

|

.
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The whole body dose rate to a person in the reactor rcom shortly.
'

.shis accident.after a ccntral element cladding failure after infinite operation at 1 MWt
has been conservatively esticated at le0 millirem per hour, well below 10 CFR
Part 20 limits.a

The reactivity accident considered by the applicant is assumed to occur as
the result of violation of operating procedures with accompanying failuref

of several interlocks and scram trips. In effect, the accident consists of
inserting the full worth of the transient rod while the reactor is operating
at a high steady power with all control rods out. In such an event, the
applicant's calculations, with which we concur, indicate that the maximum
temperature in the hottest fuel element would be less than 800*C and that:
the maximum pressure within the element would be approximately 9 atmospheres. *

The resulting stresses on the cladding will not exceed the yield stress at
800*C. We conclude that this temperature and pressure would not cause rupture

4

of the fuel elements.

Although it appears that conplete loss of pool water is unlikely, the effect
of such loss has been investigated. The applicant and we have calculated the
maximum temperature to be expected within the hottest fuel element after a
sudden loss of pool water. These calculations show that peak temperatures would
be much lower than the malting temperature of any part of tha fuel element.
Further, the internal pressure generated would be less than that required to
reach the yield point of the steel cladding at the elevat:d temperature. On
the basis of these calculations we have concluded that it is highly unlikelyI

that a fuel element would fail folicwing an instantaneous loss of pool water.
|̂ If it is assumed that a fuel element did fail due to overheating because of

a cladding defect which existed prior to the buildup in internal pressure, the
resulting potential whole body and thyroid dose rate would be scmewhat higher
than that due to the reactivity insertion accident discussed above. However,
calculations indicate that a person in the reactor room would have more than
sufficient time to evacuate before receiving a serious exposure. Radioactive
iodine in the air would be slowly purged through a charcoal scrubber and diluted!

before reaching any occupied area cu: side the building, and the hazard to the
general public would be negligible.

In addition to the foregoing accident analyses and because the University of,

California at Berkeley TRIGA facility is located in the Hay,<ard Fault zone,
a design basis accident analysis was performed that assumes total core dis-
ruption with concomitant release of 1.5 x 10-3 percent of. the total core
fission product inventory (Decision of ASLAB in the Matter of the Trustees of

, Columbia University in the City of New York, May 18, 1972). The parameters'

used in the analysis are:

Reactor Type: TRIGA Mark III'

,

! ' Steady-State Power Level: 1 IGt

i Accidental Gaseous fission product Release: 1.5 x 10-3;
,

3"

3.47 x 10-4 m /secErrithing Rate:
:

3
Short-term x/Q at reactor recm wall: 5.0 x 10-2 sec/,m

A dose calcula:ica at the reactor reca wall yields:

|
|

!
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Thyroid: 7.5 Rem *

Whole Body: <0.1 Rem *

No cooling available except for air.

Building splits and releases fission products to the atmosphere.
-

* Instantaneous Release Assumed

The computed thyoid dose is a small fraction of the 10 CFR Part 100 limit.
The whole body dose is negligibly small.

We ave concluded, using appropriately conservative release fractions and
meteorological modeling, even in the event of a major seismic event leading to

.

a corplete loss of cooling water, core disruption and breach of the building
wall's,the radiological consequences in the near vicinity of the reactor building
are of the order of the limits of 10 CFR Part 20 and are only a small fraction
of the limits of .10 CFR Part 100.

By letter dated February 26, 1979, the licensee requested a TS change that
would delete the requirement for annual inspections of each fuel element.
This is based on the fact that there has been no measurable change in fuel
element dimensions in the thirteen years of reactor operation and that the elementsThe amount of
should be inspected based on the number of pulses performed.
reactivity inserted:and the excursion the fuel experiences during a pulse is the
parameter that will affect the fuel cladding, fuel temperature, and any pressureWe have reviewed the licensee's analysis andbuild up in the fuel elements. We have concluded that
reviewed the operations of similar type TRIGA reactors.and will not significantly increase the probability Mthis change is rational In addition, this change will greatly reduce
risk to fuel element distortion.the risks to personnel caused by unnecessary exposure to irradiated fuel elements.
Therefore, this TS change is acceptable.

The licensee's Operator Requalification Program has been reviewed and found to
be acceptable.

Financial Considerations

We have evaluated the financial qualifications of the University of California atSerkeley to continue operation of the reactor until the requested license expiration
Based on our review of the estimated costs and sources of funds to operate .

the reactor and to shut it down and maintain it in a safe shutdown conditien,should that become necessary, we have concluded that the licensee is financially
date.

qualified and meets the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.33(f) and
Appendix C to 10 CFR Part:50.

E.ercency Planning-

The bercency Plan was submitted at the Comission's request by letter datedand revisions submitted in respense to requests for additional
3: amber 21, 1976,
information by letter dated August 15, 1977. We have reviewed the plan and
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conclude that it conforms to the requirements of 10 CFR Appendix E andIt shouldprovides a basis for an acceptable state of emergency preparedness.
be noted that certain criteria of Appendix E is being revised and when
effective, the licensee will be required to revise the Emergency Plan
accordingly.

Security Plannina

We have reviewed the curre1t security plan submitted September 18, 1974,
and Revision 1 dated December 20, 1976, and find it acceptable to meet
the requirements of 10 CFR Part 50, Section 50.34(c) a:1d 10 CFR Part 73.
These documents and-our evaluation findings are in the ",ommission's files
and are withheld from public disc'losure pursuant to the provisions of 10

This. amendment, in keeping with current Ccamission practice,CFR 2.790(d).
adds a paragraph to the license which identifies the currently approved
security plan and incorporates the plan as a condition of the license.

Conclusion on Safety

We have concluded that 1) continued operation of the reactor does not involve
a significant increase in the probability or consequences of accidents and
does not decrease the safety margin and there is not a significant hazards

there is reasonable assurance that the health and safetyconsideration,2)
Of the public will not be endangered by operation in the manner prescribed

continued operation of the reactor will not be inimicalby the T.S., and 3)
to the comon defense and security or to the health and safety of the public.

II Environmental Imoact Aporaisal

The environmental impact associated with operation of research reactors has
been generically evaluated in a staff memorandum (O. Muller to D. Skovholt,
dated January 28, 197a, see Safety Evaluation dated April 25, 1979, for the
Texas A & fi University, Docket No. 50-59). This memorandum concludes that
there will be no significant environmental impact associated with the
licensing of research reactors to operate at power levels up to 2 MWt and
that no environmental impact statements are required to be written for the
issuance of construction permits or operating licenses for such facilities.
We have determined that this generic evaluation is applicable to operation;

'

of the University of California at Berkeley TRIGA reactor and that there are
no special or different features which would preclude reliance on the generic

Consequently, we have determined that the conclusion reachedevaluation.
in the generic evaluation is equally applicable to this license renewal;

I

action and that an environmental impact statement need not be prepared.
Irrthermcre, based on cur review of specific facility items which are considered
for potential environmental impact, discussed belcw, we have concluded that
this license renewal action is insignificant from the standpoint of

: environmental impact.
.

Facility

There are no pipelines or transmission lines entering or leaving the site
All utility services bater, steam, electricity, teleph:neabove grade.

and sewa:e) are belcw grade and are comparable to those required for :y;ical
:ar:us la:cratories.
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The facility'is licensed to operate up to a raximum steady state power.

level of 1 MWt. Pulsed operation is authorized. Heat generated during
operation is dissipated through natural convection. The pool water is
cooled by a recirculating water system which pumps pool water to a heat
exchanger. Secondary coolant, which is at a higher pressure than the
recirculated pool water, passes through the heat exchanger and is pumped
to a cooling tower on top of an adjacent section of the building. The
reactor is located in Etcheverry Hall at the northern edge of the University
campus, and no additional construct, ion is expected during the license renewal
period.

The radioactivity released to unrestricted areas results from disposal of
spent activated samples and the release of Argon-41 from neutron activation
of air in various exposure facilities. The licensae's calculations and our
independent analysis indicate that release of Argon-41 will not exceed
concentrations specified in 10 CFR 20 limits for restricted and for non-
restricted areas which could be occupied.

Furthermore, the direct radiation levels from this facility and from the
' facility's effluents are undetectable. No changes in the method of reactor
operation have occurred since 1965 which would significantly increase these
values.

Environmental Ef#ects of Facility Oceration

Release of thermal effluents from a 1 MWt TRIGA reactor will not have a
significant effect on the environment. The small amount of waste heat
generated by the reactor is rejected to the pool water, which is cooled
through a heat exchanger and seccndary cooling system. Yearly doses to
unrestricted areas from external radiation will be at or below 10 CFR
Part 20 limits.

No release of potentially harmful chemical substances will occur during
normal operation. Small amounts of chemicals and/or high-solid content
water may be released from the facility through the sanitary sewer from
laboratory experiments.

Other potential effects of the facility, such as esthetics, noise and
societal or impact on local flora and fauna are expected to be too
small to measure.

Environmental Effects of Accidents

Accidents ranging frcm the failure of experiments up to the largest core
damage and fission product release considered possible result in doses
of only a small fraction of 10 CFR Part 100 guidelines and are considered
negligible with respect to the environment.

Unavoidable Effects of Facility C eration

The unavoidable effects of operaticn involve the fissionable material
used in the reactor. No adverse ir;act on the environment is expected
fecm these unavoidable effects.
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Alternatives to 0:eration of the Facility

To acccmplish the objectives associated with research reactors, there
are no suitable alternatives. Some of these objectives are training
of students in the operation of reactors, production of' radioisotopes,
and use of neutron and gamma ray beams to conduct experiments.

Long-Term Effects of Facility Construction and Ooeration

The long-term effects of research facilities are considered to be
beneficial as a result of the contribution to scientific knowledge
and training. There is no construction planned duriig the renewal period; ,

and therefore, no construction is authorized under tnis licensing action.

Because of the relatively low amount of capital resources involved and
the small impact on the environment very little irreversible and
irretrievable commitment is associated with such facilities.

Cests and Benefits of Facility and Alternatives

The monetary' year. involved in operation of the facility are approximatelycosts
$130,000 per There will be limited environmental impacts. The
benefits include, but are not limited to, some combination of the following:
conduct of activation analyses, ccncuct of neutron radiography, training of
operating personnel and education of students. Some of these activities
could be conducted using particle accelerators or radioactive sources;
hcwever, these would be more costly and less efficient. There is no reason-
able alternative to a nuclear research reactor for conducting this spectrum
of activities.

Ccnclusien and Basis for Negative Declaration

Based on the foregoing analysis, we have concluded that there will be no
significant environmental impact attributed to this proposed license
renewal. Having made this conclusica, we have further concluded that no
envircnmental impact statement for the proposed action need be prepared
and that a negative declaration to this effect is appropriate.

Dated: September 28, 1979
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